Abstract -Practical application of the classical methods of interpolation, such as Lagrange's, Bessel's, Stirling's, Newton's and others, cannot always provide sufficient accuracy in the restoration of lines according to the requirements of modern technologies. In this paper, recommendations for the improvement of interpolation accuracy are given, including the transition to the method of cubic splines. The results of research are used to create a route for arc welding in order to increase the performance of industrial robot.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents issues that occur in the industrial robot applications during the arc welding process. One of the most important problems is to ensure and increase the precision, specifying robot's route of movement or weld seam.
Accuracy in the spot welding depends only on technical possibilities to determine the coordinates of the necessary point and on technical capabilities of robot to realise the coordinates of these points. In case of arc welding, it is necessary to apply the methods of interpolation.
As it is known, interpolation belongs to the class of approximate calculation, so questions of accuracy are especially topical.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Robot control system, which is suitable for the spot welding, is developed in robotics and called "discrete positional control" system. The coordinates of necessary points, where a robot must stay and start welding, are defined.
Robot relocates grip with the weld mechanism from one position to another, according to how it is written in the program.
Block diagram of the control system is given in Fig. 1 . The coordinates of the welding positions are stored in the "memory of positions" block. The "discrete positioning" block compares the information with the actual state of the manipulator and provides its getting into the necessary state. After the receiving of such a signal, the "state transition" block gives permission for the further actions through the "sequence of the actions" block, "control of the position" block to a welding mechanism.
The control system becomes more complicated if there is an arc welding process with the uninterrupted seam. For this purpose, "contouring control system" is developed. The coordinates of the positioning points are input. The process goes across these points without stopping. Welding process must continue all the time, also between indicated points. Main question is -which route a welding mechanism should choose in the region between given points. The task of new block "Interpolator" is to calculate it ( Fig. 2 ) [1] . Contouring control provides movement along the continuous trajectories and contains positional control with the block of interpolation, which allows actualising uninterrupted paths between the positioning points according to the certain algorithm.
Contouring control system with interpolator principally is the same system of the positional control, but it is complemented by the special computing unit -interpolator, which calculates values between positioning points according to the set program. It means that the complexity of process execution is intended for the block of interpolation.
III. THE TASK OF INTERPOLATION
Process, when function's approximate intermediary values are calculated in the points that do not match the given points, is called interpolation (Fig. 3) . Two function y = f(x) values y1 and y2 in the points x1 and x2 are known. Other function's values x in the interval between x1 and x2 must be calculated using interpolation methods.
There are 3 ways how function can be set: analytical, graphic and tabular. In our case, we need to use the last one -tabular method. In general, the problem is following.
Suppose that for the discrete values of the argument x0, x1,
Information is given in tabular form. The task is to find analytical expression F(x) for the function being defined in the table. F(x) values in the points x0, x1, …, xi, …, xn have to match with the values of the defined function. Specified points x0, x1, …, xn are called interpolation nodes.
Different function expressions can act as function F(x). Combination of the power functions is widely used in practice. As a result, polynomial is formed
If it is assumed as interpolation polynomial, parabolic interpolation and Lagrange's formulas are obtained calculating the function values.
If interpolated function F(x) is a periodical function, then interpolation polynomial consists of the composition of sin x and cos x functions.
IV. INTERPOLATION IN ARC WELDING TASKS
As the contouring control and respectively interpolation block are used for arc welding, when robot performs uninterrupted welding along the necessary route, it is more convenient to set the route (input function) in the tabular form with the constant argument x step h, i.e. interpolation nodes are distributed uniformly. Then the form of interpolation polyno- 
or:
where h = const, argument x step. 
can be obtained practically even from real welded parts by measurement. Let us recall that the final task of interpolation is to calculate function y = f(x) values in the points x, which are not fixed in the table, i.e. in the points between interpolation nodes xi, when values of the interpolation polynomial in the nodes xi coincide with the values of the given function.
V. THEORETICAL QUESTIONS OF THE INTERPOLATION
Let us turn to the classic mathematical methods [2] - [5] . If argument xi values are set with the constant step h, then finite differences and special table (Table I ) of the finite differences have to be used for the formation of interpolation polynomial.
The first order finite difference is difference between the function values in nearby nodes:
y y y     The second order finite difference is difference between the two first order finite differences: The main idea of interpolation is that function y = f(x) is replaced by the n order polynomial [6] .
Geometrically it means that the line y = f(x) is replaced by the n order parabola If only one initial point M0 (x0, y0) is given, then zero-degree polynomial is obtained:
is replaced by the straight line AB, which crosses point M0 (Fig. 4 ).
If 2 values are given:
expressing straight line M0M1 through the points M0(x0, y0), Polynomial displays parabola with the vertical axis, crossing 3 points:
In general, interpolation polynomials are obtained [7] : 
This is the so-called first Newton's formula, which is abbreviated as ŅI. In practice, other version of this formula is used, when intermediate value is introduced. Here x is an argument current value for which a function value is calculated:
...
Subsequently, the second Newton's formula is: 
In literature, Newton's formulas can also be found in other transcription.
Apart from Newton's formulas, other formulas also exist, for example, Stirling's and Bessel's formulas [8] 
Error of interpolation is calculated using formulas [9] :
 -intermediate value between the largest and the smallest numerical value in the sequence x0, x1, …, xn, it can be in different formulas.
VI. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF INTERPOLATION CLASSIC METHODS
For the practical use of interpolation methods, including the calculation of robot's route, it is helpful to follow some instructions.
y values of the necessary function are calculated for each interval of x values.
At every step (for each x value), x0 and y0 are taken from the nearest interpolation node point. For example, in the interval x1, x2 by way of x0 becomes x1, in the interval x2, x3 -accordingly x2.
When computing in the bounds of one interval, only U values are changing in formulas. When computing in other intervals, U, y0 and finite differences are changing in formulas.
Note that in NI formula only y0 differences exist, but in NII formula -various yj differences.
In practice, an important question is when one or another formula is better to use.
From the instructions in Table I , it is clear that finite differences, which are located on the right downward from y0, are included in NI.
In NII formula they are located on the right upwards. Moreover, the area of finite differences itself has wedge form -by increasing order, amount of differences is decreasing.
As a result, formula NI cannot be used in interval at the bottom of the table, because there is a lack of difference values. Thus, NI is used in intervals, which are located at the top of the table and in the centre. Formula NII, contrariwise, is used in intervals, which are located at the bottom of the table and in the centre.
In the formulas S(x) and B(x) differences are located horizontally, parallel to the x axis, so they are well used for central intervals.
In literature, you can find references that S(x) formula is better to use when U ≤ 0.25, but B(x) -when 0.25 ≤ U ≤ 0.75.
Additionally, the calculation using Newton's, Stirling's or Bessel's formulas are available in MathCAD, MathLab and Mathematica programs.
VII. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF NEWTON'S POLYNOMIALS
Let us suppose that an arbitrary line is given. It is shown in Fig. 7 .
It is necessary to calculate finite differences for the points, which are given in the table to create Newton's polynomial. But we must follow the condition that input points are distributed uniformly, i.e. x values are given with the same step h (in this case h = 2). Input data for the given line are shown in Table II.   TABLE II INPUT DATA Applying formulas of the finite differences, as a result, forward differences are calculated (because x0 was chosen at the beginning of the table) up to the fifth-order differences. (Table III) . Now, when the table of finite differences is obtained, the first Newton's formula can be used. As a result, fifth-degree polynomial is made: 
Restored line repeats the form of original line (Fig. 8) To affirm that this classic interpolation method works well for all lines of welding seams, it is to be checked for other examples changing a form of original line, its length, count of inflection points etc. Newton's interpolation was applied to many different lines, and some regularity, which showed that this interpolation method was not universal, was noticed.
Let us suppose that a welding trajectory has a more complicated form (Fig. 9) .
Interpolation nodes, which are painted in red (Fig. 9) , are distributed evenly with the step h = 2. Thus, Newton's polynomial is obtained using finite differences. 
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Now we can plot a graph of the resulting function using the program MathCAD 14. As a result, we obtain the line shown in Fig. 10 . Resulting line repeats the trajectory of the original line. Now we must check how much the line deviates from the original trajectory. For this purpose, we take points between interpolation nodes through each 0.5 mm. In order to conclude a possible deviation of the interpolation, it is necessary to calculate differences between the original coordinates of points and values, which are obtained with interpolation.
If we compare the results of interpolation and original coordinates, we obtain values, which range from 0 to 1.774, i.e. maximum line deviation from the necessary trajectory is more than one centimetre (17.74 mm). These results do not correspond to the required accuracy for arc welding processes. Doing experiments with a variety of such lines, we can conclude that the line deviates from the original trajectory mostly in the places, where the line is increasing or decreasing abruptly. Now we need to check that the result will be obtained if we use Newton's interpolation and a welded trajectory has still a more complex form, for example, line with several inflection points.
Let us suppose that welding seam looks as follows: In this case, the interpolation step remains the same as in the previous lines, i.e. h=2. When we replace all necessary values in the first Newton's interpolation formula, we derive such a function:
Calculating this function in MathCAD-14, the following graph is obtained: Fig. 12 . Restored line.
The form of restored line (Fig. 12) does not match the original line (Fig. 11) , so interpolation is incorrect. To improve it, let us take a twice smaller step between the interpolation nodes (h = 1) to clarify the points between interpolation nodes.
If we decrease the step between nodes, the number of nodes is increasing. Thus, as Prof. Iltiņš has noticed [10] , the degree of interpolation polynomial also increases and degree of polynomial, which is larger than fifth, is not used in practice. As a result there are "extra" curves that do not correspond to the original trajectory. In Fig. 13 curves, which should not appear, are marked in green. From Fig. 14, it is clear that the graph of the interpolation polynomial considerably deviates from nodes and tends to infinity near to the end points of interpolation interval (in Fig. 14 , regions are marked in purple). Also two curves, marked in green in Fig. 14 , appear. They show that a deviation from a necessary trajectory is very large.
If we increase the number of nodes and degree of polynomial, the result becomes very corrupted, and interpolation error is very big. To use lower-degree Newton's polynomial for interpolation, we can divide input data table into several parts, i.e. into intervals, which are separated by inflection points as recommended [10] .
Let us divide the original line into three parts: the first partx∈ [0;3] ; the second part -x∈ [3;5] ; the third part -x∈ [5;7,5] . For each part it is necessary to create the corresponding Newton's polynomial.
As a result, three third-degree Newton's polynomials are obtained. Constructing graphs in one coordinate plane, the restored line (like in Fig. 15 ) is obtained.
Resulting line repeats the trajectory of original line. In Fig.  15 , the function of interpolation polynomial of the first part is shown by the blue line, the second part -by the green dotted line, the third part -by the purple dotted line. Resulting line (combining three parts) is painted in red. This line has small deviations. For example, in the first line segment coordinate y = 2.6 corresponds to value x = 0.5, but inserting this x value in interpolation polynomial, we obtain y = 2.362. In this case, difference is 2.38 mm, which is acceptable. But there are segments, where deviation is too large. For example, if x = 7.5 then welding seam must go through the coordinate y = 11.6, but the result of the interpolation is a point with coordinates (7.5; 12.85) . It is a very big error (1.25 cm) for welding operations. To liquidate this error and improve interpolation, it is possible to choose other nodes, other step between the interpolation nodes in the table. Also there is an opportunity to divide the line into smaller segments, in this way using several interpolation polynomials, but this operation complicates the process of computing. Therefore, Newton's interpolation is not effective for complicated lines, but it can be used when large details are welded and trajectories of welding seams can have a rougher error.
VIII. INTERPOLATION WITH THE CUBIC SPLINES
In practice, another method of interpolation is widely usedinterpolation with the cubic splines. A piecewise-polynomial function, which is defined in the interval [a, b] and has some continuous derivatives in this interval, is called spline.
We can imagine a concept of spline as a flexible ruler, which is stretched so that it crosses all points on which line is constructed [11] . In case of cubic splines, interpolation function between every couple of points is third-degree polynomial, which can be written as follows:
where xi-1 ≤ x ≤xi.
If function f(x) is a continuous function, which is defined in the interval [a, b] , then it is divided in the interval:
Coefficients of the polynomial (20) in each interval can be determined by the conditions in nodes. It is clear that a polynomial value in the nodes must match the data in the table, consequently
where 1 ≤ i ≤ N, and similarly
where hi = xi − xi−1 (h -step between interpolation nodes).
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To construct a spline (according to its definition), additional conditions are required, i.e. continuous derivatives must be in the interpolation's interval [a, b] . Thus, we need to find the first and the second derivatives. The first derivative is:
where xi-1 ≤ x ≤ xi.
The second derivative is:
These derivatives must be continuous (to make a line smoother) in all points, including the interpolation nodes. Continuity conditions of the first and the second derivatives are
and
According to the continuity conditions (26) and (27), turning to the point xi from the i-th to the (i + 1)-th spline, and taking into account the first (24) and the second (25) derivative formulas, we obtain the following expressions:
where 1 ≤ i ≤ N−1, so the coefficient c in the (i + 1)-th node is calculated by the formula:
where 1 ≤ i ≤ N−1.
It is also necessary to set additional conditions at the line ending points, i.e. in the points x0 and xn. In general, these conditions depend on the concrete task. More often an assumption that the ends of a spline are free is applicable [12] . If the line is not "fixed" in the points, which are not within the interval [x0, xn], then it is described by the straight line equation, i.e. by the first-degree polynomial. Thereby, in accordance with the continuity conditions of the spline second derivatives (27) in the ends of interval, we obtain the following relationships:
Expressions (22), (23), (28), (29), (30), (31) form the system of linear equations. Necessary spline coefficients ai, bi, ci, di can be found solving this system. To solve this system, it is necessary to transform it in such a form that only coefficients ci remain unknown. Two conditions must be taken into consideration: equation (30) and, if i=n, then, observing spline free end condition, this equality is valid:
In this way, n−1 equations like (36) together with conditions (30) and (37) create the system of linear equations to determine coefficients ci. Coefficients di and bi are computed when ci is found from the formulas (32) and (34), coefficients ai are equal to the function values in the interpolations nodes according to formula (22).
There are three unknown variables with sequential indices ci-1, ci, ci+1 in each equation (36). Therefore, matrix of the system of equations is tridiagonal, i.e. nonzero elements are located only in the main diagonal and in two nearby diagonals. This system is solved with the tridiagonal matrix algorithm or Thomas algorithm, which is a special kind of Gauss method [13] . conditions 1)-3) , is called interpolation cubic spline [14] . (Fig. 16) . When using the first Newton's formula, the largest errors occur in places, where line coordinates are changing abruptly. Thus, in these places we should take more nodes to make the line go on the right trajectory. The input data for interpolation with the cubic splines are displayed in Table IV. As a result, using MathCAD 14 built-in functions, the resulting line is obtained (Fig. 17) . To estimate the accuracy of interpolation, we can use mathematical indicators from probability theory: dispersion and mean square deviation. In total, 18 random points between the interpolation nodes were tested. These points are: (0.7;5), (0. From the example of monotone line, it is clear that cubic splines give a more accurate result than Newton's polynomial. Now let us suppose that the form of welding seam is a line with several increasing and decreasing intervals (Fig. 18) . It is essential to choose nodes so that in places, where y values are changing abruptly in a small interval of x values, nodes should be placed more often to make the line more accurate. Taking into account these conditions, line, which is displayed in Fig. 19 , is obtained, where nodes are painted in red. The figure shows that the line is a little bit misshapen in some places. We can take random points and check if obtained coordinates match the necessary trajectory to evaluate accuracy. It is necessary to take intermediate points between interpolation nodes and compare their original coordinates with the results of interpolation. If distances between the nodes are not too large, it is enough to take one or two points. Average difference between original data and the obtained data by the interpolation is 0.088 cm or 0.88 mm. We also should calculate additional values from the statistics to conclude about the data spread around the necessary seam trajectory. In this example, dispersion is 3.246×10 −3 . In practice, mean square deviation is used for data processing. Mean square deviation is equal to 0.057 cm or 0.57 mm.
Technologies of Computer
Resulting interpolation is implemented by the method of cubic splines and the industrial robot IRB 1600. The result is presented in the program RobotStudio (Fig. 20) . RobotStudio in-built function Point-to-Point can be used to evaluate the accuracy of line regeneration. This function shows the distance between two points. In Fig. 21 , the enlarged trajectory of robot's moving (blue line) and an original line (black line) are shown. The distance between these two lines was measured with the function Point-to-Point in the place, where the interpolated line deviates from the initial trajectory most of all. Therefore, the movement of robot's work tool along the points computed by the interpolation was visualised in the RobotStudio virtual area. Thus, imitation of welding process for the given line was implemented. The result shows that interpolation gives sufficiently precise line regeneration, and the robot repeats trajectory of the present line.
X. CONCLUSION 1. Having examined plenty of examples and comparing the results of two methods of interpolation, we can conclude that Newton's polynomial makes interpolation with significant inaccuracies. 2. It is necessary to do a lot of previously considered stages (to divide the line into several parts, to change interpolation step etc.) to make result more accurate. 3. Application of cubic splines makes the process of interpolation more convenient and easier. This method is universal for regeneration of different kinds of welding seams according to input points given in table form. 4. When trajectory of a necessary line is restored by the interpolation, this interpolation block can be used for the robot's contouring control. 5. Created interpolation block has also been used for the real industrial robot's IRB 1600 control, so it can be effectively used for arc welding operations.
